THE TECH

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

The Leading Photographer.

Guinea Photographe.

388 Washington Street, Boston.

SOULE PHOTOGRAPHY CO., Publishers.

To Photograph or Not.

To furnish or not to furnish, that is the question.

Art Photographs for Room Decoration.

Boudoir - Album - Portrait - Group - panoramic - portrait.

Photographs from all over New England and Business blocs in Boston and New York.

All the large Public Buildings, Churches, Private Houses.

THE ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHERS.

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHS.

264 Boylston St.

Clubrooms.

OPPOSITE SUBWAY EXCHANGE

DOVONANTE BUILDING.

- 16 State Street.

WHITCOMB, WEADE & CO.,

Apply to

Steam Heat, Excellent Light.

A H. MATTZ & CO.

15t Post Office Square, Boston-

NEAR DARTMOUTH.

447 Columbus Avenue.

(Formerly at 64 Columbus Avenue).

A STUDENT

SHOULD ALWAYS LOOK NEAT.

A TACK

NEAT.